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To the untrained eye, identifying Brian Knowles, a 37-year-old former Army Ranger, as an 
executive protection agent is not an easy task. It is his job to fit comfortably into his 
surroundings. In fact, standing out in a crowd is exactly what Brian hopes he does not do. 
That’s why today he is wearing jeans and a nondescript shirt and sitting in the corner of the 
coffee shop while his principal, the CEO of a defense contractor, answers emails on his iPad 
at an adjacent table.

Brian’s appearance, training, and overall demeanor bear no resemblance to the stereotypical 
image that the public equates with someone in his role. That is by design. While most 
people would call Brian a bodyguard, he bristles at the term.

“Even my wife and friends have jokingly called me a bodyguard,” says Brian. “I don’t like it. 
That sounds like all I do is push people around. Far from it. If I did, I’d be fired in a heartbeat. 
That’s not what my principal expects of me.”

Brian says that he can’t blame his friends for not understanding his job. A never-ending 
stream of movies continues to reaffirm the image that anyone involved in protecting executives, 
movie stars, or high net worth individuals is a monosyllabic brute who relies on intimidation 
and physical strength to frighten those around them.

Brian rejects any comparison between his profession and the image of security that 
Hollywood movies portray. From his perspective, employing a six-foot five-inch tall 
bodybuilder who weighs 350 pounds and has a limited skill set beyond his physical size and 
strength says more about the principal’s desire to attract attention than their need for 
protection.

While his military training provided Brian with the confidence and experience to handle 
stressful situations, he left the military uniform behind him and no longer sports a “high and 
tight” haircut. Instead, his physical appearance is that of a corporate executive, including a 
standard haircut and high-quality business suit. In short, Brian looks similar to some of the 
people he protects.

1 Brian Knowles is not the agent’s real name.
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MORE THAN JUST A PHYSICAL PRESENCE

DIPLOMACY, TACT, AND PATIENCE

Having spent time in Afghanistan and Iraq and several tours in South America, Brian’s ability 
to function in stressful, high-pressure situations helped prepare him for the fast-paced life 
of protecting dignitaries, corporate executives, and high net worth individuals.

While many professionals in the protection industry do not have military experience, the 
training, discipline, team building and leadership skills Brian acquired in the Army allow him 
to excel in his chosen career. Brian’s firearms training and practical experience also mean 
that he has the ability to use deadly force to stop an attack.

Yet, the need to stop an assassination attempt is far less likely than the movies would lead 
you to believe. In reality, it is far more likely that a principal would experience a heart attack, 
stroke, or other medical-related event. If that happens, the advanced medical training Brian 
received in the Army means that he can administer living-saving assistance before an ambu-
lance arrives, something that he did a year ago when a principal’s mother had trouble 
breathing after a fall.

Brian possesses a number of “soft” skills that he calls on with far greater frequency than his 
firearms, martial arts, and medical training. His interpersonal skills allow him to form 
strong, trust-based relationships with the principals under his protection. He is articulate, 
culturally sensitivity, and as equally at ease in a roomful of corporate executives as he is 
with the principal’s family and friends.

Providing executive security often means working with a principal or members of their 
family who do not understand the need for such a service. Brian recalls a teenage family 
member who railed against any security. She would do her best to lose the agent assigned 
to protect them.

“It was a big game to the principal’s daughter,” Brian says. “Despite our initial meeting with 
the family to explain our role, she hadn’t really understood the need for executive protection 
and was embarrassed when an agent was anywhere near her friends.”
Brian met with the principal and teenager to explain the challenges his team faced in 
protecting the daughter. They also discussed ways to minimize the daughter’s discomfort at 
having an executive security agent present at social events. While Brian declines to share 
specifics, he did say that the daughter no longer attempts to slip away from her agent.



ATTENTION TO DETAIL MATTERS

When providing personal security for a principal or their family, attention to detail matters. 
Self- motivation also plays a critical role, as does the ability to function in chaotic 
environments and work with a diverse population of support personnel, ranging from 
the principal’s administrative assistant to a hotel’s head of security.

Back in the coffee shop, while Brian maintains a protective but unobtrusive cordon 
around his principal as he works, he jots down a short list of tasks to complete before 
the CEO embarks on an international trip. While overseas, the CEO plans to meet with 
local government officials as well as company executives stationed in the region. He will 
also present at an industry conference in the country’s capital.

Before the CEO arrives in each location, Brian’s team will conduct a number of tasks. 
These include a site visit, identifying entry and exit routes, locating the nearest medical 
facility, and meeting several times with hotel and facility security personnel. While this 
type of planning rarely receives attention or accolades, without it the CEO faces unnec-
essary risks.

As the CEO sends his last email, Brian moves towards the coffee shop’s exit and today’s 
next task – protecting the principal during a short drive to his weekend retreat. They will 
take one of the many routes that Brian uses to insert a degree of uncertainty into the 
plans of a possible assailant and keep them guessing as to the CEO’s travel plans. While 
the likelihood of an attack remains low, Brian stays vigilant. His low-profile demeanor 
may not make for a great movie, but that’s the reality of executive protection – avoiding 
potential issues coupled with the ability to respond to a broad range of threats as 
needed.
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ABOUT FirstCall CSS

FirstCall Corporate Security and Advisory Services is a global business advisory and risk 
management company providing personal protection, workplace stability, and crisis advisory 
services to Fortune 1000 corporate security departments and family offices. With 25 years of 
experience in emerging and high-risk markets plus regional offices in 16 strategic locations 
around the world, FirstCall delivers confidence and peace of mind by providing experienced and 
trusted security professionals. FirstCall provides highly personalized solutions in response to the 
challenges of doing business in today’s fluid, global marketplace.

25+ years of experience solving complex security problems on a global scale.
Global capability built through an international presence.
More than half the Fortune 100 served.
In-depth understanding of social, political, and economic conditions in each market we 
serve.
Proven ability to attract, train, and promote the most talented professionals in our 
industry.
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FirstCall Corporate Security and Advisory Services
One Sansome Street
Suite 3500 
San Francisco, CA 94104 - USA
Phone: +1 (415) 781-4300
Email:  mktglobal@firstcallcss.com

Interested in learning how FirstCall can help you mitigate your security risks?
Contact us today at:
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